This paper describes a Japanese-English translation aid system, C'I'M, which has a usefid capability for flexible retrieval of texts from hilingaal corpora or translation databases. Translation examples (pairs of a text and its translation equivalent) are very helpful for us to translate the similar text. Our character-based best match retrieval method can re: trieve translation examples similar to the given input. This method has the following advantages: (1) this method accepts free-style translation examples, i.e., pairs of any text string and its translation equivalent, (2) morphological analysis is unnecessary, (3) this method accepts fl'ce-Myle inlmts (i.e., any text strings) for retrieval. We show the retrieval examples with the following characteristic features: phrasal expression, long-distance dependency, idiom, synonym, mad semantic ambiguity.
Introduction
In the late 1980's, several commercial JapaneseEnglish machine translation systems had heen developed in Japan, In these systems, the computer is the agent of translation, while the user assists in editing the translation inputs and revising the results. Although they are usefal to translate large amounts of texts roughly and rapidly, high quality translation is impossible. Translation aM is another kind of machine translation: the user is the agent of translation, while the computer provides him or her with the helpfifl tools, e.g., quick-retrieval electronic dictionaries. A quickretrieval bilingual corpus is also usefifl, specifically when it h,'~s the flexihle (best match) retrieval mechanism. Because translatiml examples (pairs of source text, and its translation equivalent) are very helpful for us to translate the similar text. This type of system is called a~ example-based translalion aid [6] , and there are two prototype systems in Japanese-English translation: ETOC [8] and Nakanmra's system [5] .
*The author had been I, rallsfetTeiI from Kyot(~ I.Jllivenlity ()n April I, 1992. This work w~.~ done al Kyolo University. Figure I shows the basic configuration of exampleha~ed translation aid (EI~TA). It consists of two components: the translation database is the collection of translation examples, and the best match retrieval engine is to retrieve the example that is the most similar to the given input text. The characteristic of the EBTA system is that it accepts free-style texl inputs for the retrieval: it frees the user from learning the tbrmal language for datah,~se query.
'l'he central problem in EBTA is the implementation of the hest match retrieval. Two methods were proposed: one is the syntax-matching driven by generalization rules in ETOC [8] , and the other is Nakanmra's method using content words [5] . They are the word-based best match retrieval methods 1, which need morphological analysis. This paper proposes the character-based best match retrieval method, specifically for Japanese texts Compared with the word-hased methods, the charaeter-h~sed method has the following advantages:
• Morphological analysis is unnecessary.
• Some kind of synonyms can he retrieved without a thesallrlls.
This method has been implemented in CTM ~, a Japanese-English translation aid system for writing/translating technical papers. 1. The number of characters is very large.
The numher of characters that are used ill text is more than 7,000 in Japanese. while it is less than a hundred in a European language.
2. Synouyms often have the same Kanji character.
Japanese characters are divided into three types'. Hiragana (83 characters), Katakana (86 characters), and Kanji. A ltiragana or Katakana character expresses a sound, and a Kanji character represents a semantic primitive. For example, tile Kanji character "~" means "thinking", and it is used for constructlug several words concerned with thinking: e.g., ,~(
3. There is no delimiter between words.
In l"uropean languages, the white space is the delimiter for word separation. In contrast, Japanese has no explicit delimiter. Therefore, the main part of Japanese morphological analysis is to divide a text string into words: it is not easy task a. These characteristics of Japanese suggest the character-based best lllate|l, becanse I While the word-based method needs morphological analysis, the character-bmsed method does not need it.
2. In order to retrieve synonyms the word-based method needs a thesaurus. In coutra.st, the character-based method call retrieve some kind of synonyms withont a thesallrus, because synonynls often have tile same Kanji character in Japanese.
The Character-Based Best Match
The character-based best match can be determined by defining the distance or similarity measure between two strings.
The simple measure of similarity hetween two memsure, bat makes a convenient starting point. We define it as follows:
This measure often produces the undesirable resuits, because we ignore continuation of matching characters.
For example, consider the following strings: 
This is the similarity score that we use, where W is a parameter that determines the maximum value of the bonus for tile continuons matching characters. When 14" = 1, this definition is the same with tile previous definition. Acceleration by Character Index
At the be'st n/arch retrieval, we use the acceleration method using the character index. ' The character index is tile tahle of every character with ll)'s of examples in which the character is appeared. Table 2 shows all exatnple of translation database and Table 3 shows the character index of it.
In the first stage of the retrieval, the character index is used for the pre-seleetion of tile examples. Figore 2 illustrates the pre-selection process: it is 1. Look up the records for the characters that are appeared in the input string.
2. For e'very examph,, compute the pre-selection score, I'SS, wtfich can he ohtained by counting tile nurnher of the example ll)'s in the records. It is the number of matching characters between the input string and tilt! example ignoring the character order constraint.
3. Select tile top N examples that have tile largest pre-selection score, where N is the parameter and we usually use N = 200. s
In the second stage of the retrieval, the similarity scores of life-selected examples arc eomptlte(I, and the examples are ordered by the score.
3
The CTM System
Above mentioned retrieval mechanism hP-~ been implemented in CTM, a Japanese-English translation The translation datah,-Lse of (YI'M is text tiles, in which a Japanese text string and an English text string appear one .after the other. These files call be made from J al)anese text files and the correspondent English text tiles hy nsing the alignment progratn [1] semi-automatically. We have made the translation datahase from several sources: Tahle 4 shows ollr translation databases.
4

Retrieval Examples
We show here C, TM retrieval cxaml)les with the following features: phra.qal expression, long-distance (lependency, idiom, synonynl, and semantic ambiguity. Figure 4 shows a retriewd exanlple of phrasal expression "~ < "Dh~C)~J~:)::~¢,~'~.~J'Yo (consider from several points of view)". Although there is no exact matched expression in the datahase, CTM can retrieve helpful examples for us to translate it.
rThe CTM ~erver ha~ ~tller facilities: tile charactelq)aaed exact lllatdl retrieval fiw Jap~tllese texts, and tire word-bmsed hem or exert nl&tch retrieval f~n' English texts. s M'I'(Y is named t'r~]n tile lanal~pne phra-~', "Molt. "1 ~ukatte C, hondai', whi,'h III~RII~ "11~ il lllOr~ and Hlore". Each lewd of thr hierarchy can be considered from three different points (ff view, which are respectively theory, practice and historical analogy. C'I'M supports the retrieval of long=distance dependency: Figure 5 shows a retrieval example, where "~ L"C" is an adverb, and ,,¢'¢~+v, is an auxiliary adjec= tive for negation, and they are often used together with the general meaning "never".
ACRES DE
CTM also supports the retrieval of idiomatic expression: Figure 6 shows an example. In this figure, the first retrieval example is the literal meaning, and the second is the idiomatic meaning.
The character-based best match method can retrieve synonyms. • Active experimentation, where the le&rner perturbs the ellvlrollment re) observe the resnlts of its perturbations. with "~',~,-~j-To (consider/examine)" and two exampies with two synonyms, "~l,iJg' ?}~ "¢ To (gain insight into)" and "~JJ~J--5 (observe)". Figure 8 shows three retrieval examples for the Japanese construction "NOUN+/+~-+~o;~z '', where "IS." is a case marker and "~9)~ " is the past. form of the verb ".),,To". There are several translation of "/k.Ta" The frst input "~LI'~ (office) ~:-Jvo/'z" ha.s two meaning: one is "entered the office" and the other is "joined as a new member of the office". The 
Evaluation
It is very difficult to evaluate a translation aid system, because its effectiveness essentially depends on the user's satisfaction: when the user feels that the system is helpfld, it is effective. The evaluation of CTM is now in progress, an<l we show some results of experiments here.
The Retrieval Time F The example provides almost no information about the translation of the input.
We evalaatod top five examples for each retrieval, and tile hest grade of them is used for the evalnation of a retrievalJ ~ Table 5 shows the result of the evaluation. The table shows that (I) we can obtain very usefill information from 47% of the retrievals, (2) we can obtain at least some information fi'om 81% of the retrievals.
